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Enable the contactless payment 
on your vending machines

PMT Nebular Pay Reader
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PMT Nebular Pay Reader

The PMT Nebular Pay Credit card Reader is the ideal device to take to the vending the electronic payment 
with contactless credit and debit cards, physical or virtual, with the same simplicity of a key and cards 
reader.  

Nebular Pay guarantees a user experience of immediate 
understanding: to make the payment it is enough to simply 
near the credit card or the smartphone to the reader:

 � No PIN  
 � No buttons
 � No app
 � Amounts and messages only on the display of the 

vending machine

Furthermore, thanks to the extremely reduced sizes, 
Nebular Pay is easy to install on any vending machine, 
without occupying the hole for the Bill validator. 

Nebular Pay permits to increase the takings of your management by 
offering the payment with credit card in all the locations where this service is required: banks, directional 
centres, offices and open locations such as universities, hospitals, airports and other places where there 
is a crowded passage.

Nebular connectivity included

The PMT Nebular Pay Reader requires the activation of Nebular 
connectivity service: in this way the connection is directly 
managed by Coges payment system and all Nebular services 
are enabled (remote refund, remote programming, remote price 
change and much more).

Nebular portal permits an integrated control of all the 
transactions in real time (cash, key, MIFARE, app, credit card) in 
order to always have under control your takings and the needs 
of your location.

Nebular Pay is compatible with all the credit and debit credit card 
circuits (Visa, Mastercard, VPay, Maestro...) and with the virtual 
credit card present on the smartphone (es. Google Pay, Apple Pay, 
Samsung Pay...), permitting thus a rapid transfer of the takings 
on the bank account of the Operator. 

The PMT Nebular Pay reader is available both in the version 
for Coges Engine payment system and in the version for Unica 
Change-giver coin mechanism, permitting thus the use of the 
credit card for the recharge of MyKey or of a MIFARE support. 

The advantages of a complete service


